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Gabriel - Tracy St. John 2021
After fleeing Earth's Mercy Colony six years
before, Gabriel Rossi and his sister Iliana have
carved out a decent life on a remote Adraf space
station. Each avoids contact with other humans
as much as possible. Gabriel's life is adequate,
but he yearns to be free to love as he was born
to.Clan Baknu has been tasked with convincing
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Iliana to return to Kalquor with them to join a
clan. But when Baknu, Takat, and Kisk meet her
stunning older brother, they're eager to claim an
Earther companion of their own.Though Gabriel
falls for the three men on sight, his priority is
Iliana, who's less than enthralled about joining a
Kalquorian clan. Worse still, a sadistic slave
trader is determined to claim Gabriel for
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purposes too terrible to imagine.Clan Baknu
pulls out all the stops to convince the Rossis that
they can find love and happiness among the
Kalquorians. They dare death to keep Gabriel
out of the grasp of a murderous crime lord, who
won't stop until the Earther is his. Yet their
greatest challenge is showing Gabriel dreams
can come true...if he'll accept their love.
Alien Embrace - Tracy St. John 2016-08-30
An Earth woman is claimed by an alien clan of
three men, bringing their two worlds to the
brink of war. Amelia Ryan fled Earth’s
fanatically religious government to live quietly
among the aliens of Plasius. Her life of peace
shatters when a three-man clan from the planet
Kalquor kidnaps her and holds her prisoner.
With their people poised on the verge of
extinction, the Kalquorians are determined to
have Amelia for their mate. Amelia is equally
determined to escape. But when her body thrills
to the ruthless domination of her captors, she
finds herself surrendering to desires she never
alien-embrace-clans-of-kalquor-1

imagined possible.
Alien Hostage - Tracy St John 2020-07-03
Tasha Salter is caught in a quandary: she wants
to fall in love, but past trauma keeps her from
commitment. The only people she trusts are her
family, especially in this time of treason against
the Kalquorian Empire. When she and her threeyear-old cousin are abducted by the revolt's
shadowy leader, matters of the heart no longer
apply. She finds herself in a battle for their
survival.Clan Falinset left Kalquor in selfimposed exile when their parents' illegal
activities threatened their honor. Dramok
Falinset, Imdiko Nur, and Nobek Wekniz only
want to be left alone to live their quiet lives. Yet
the drumbeat of war is sounding as traitorous
forces prepare to attack Kalquor. Worse still, the
revolt's leader wants his son Falinset at his side
... and refuses to take no for an answer.A wild
escape attempt throws Tasha and her young
charge into the reluctant care of Clan Falinset.
With betrayal in their past and war in their
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future, there is no reason to find love. Yet
passion flares between those who should be
enemies, leading Clan Falinset and Tasha to
realize that they are not on opposite sides after
all. Together they have the chance to heal.Yet
the sins of the fathers have come to rest on the
shoulders of their sons. Falinset must make an
impossible choice: bow to his father's blackmail
and turn traitor to the Empire or doom his clan
by saving the young princess of Kalquor and the
woman he's fallen in love with.
Alien Outcast - Tracy St. John 2018-07
She escaped to Kalquor to warn the empire...but
did she bring its destruction instead? When a
rogue Kalquorian raider snags a Bi'isil cruiser in
Empire space, the outlaw crew is hoping for
supplies. Instead, they find a Tragoom and an
Earther woman with a dire warning: Bi'is is set
to unleash a fatal plague on the Kalquorian
Empire. Piper Warren, with the help of her
friend Ob, has faced death to save the
Kalquorians from utter destruction. Instead of
alien-embrace-clans-of-kalquor-1

help, she stumbles on a ship filled with men who
swear no loyalty to anyone but themselves. Can
she convince them to set aside their lawless
ways to save their people? Captain Nako turned
his back on Kalquor after Fleet Command
decommissioned his raider. Abandoned by his
government, he swears he will never lift a finger
to aid them, not even against the traitor Dramok
Maf and his fleet. With the new Bi'is threat, if
Nako doesn't do something, the empire will fall
and its people will die. Nako's Nobek clanmate
Terig is as fierce as they come. However, his
shameful past destroyed a once-promising
career, and leading his men into battle can only
end in defeat. But how can he refuse when utter
annihilation is racing straight to Kalquor? Dual
breed Imdiko Ulof is a terror to anyone who
crosses him. Leaving broken bodies in his wake,
the ex-convict struggles with equally broken
dreams. No one can tame him, until a beautiful
Earther and an unlikely new friend show that
belief has the power to heal all wounds. The
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survival of Kalquor depends on this unlikely
band of misfits. Clan Nako learns that love for an
Earther woman can make heroes out of
outcasts...until they discover that Piper harbors
dark, deadly secrets of her own.
Iliana - Tracy St John 2021-09-04
Their agreement didn't include falling in love.
What happens when a ruse becomes reality?
Iliana Rossi's reluctance to join a Kalquorian
clan comes from a terrible loss that leaves no
room in her heart for any men. Dodging the alien
three-man clans eager for a Earther mate is a
full-time job, and she's running out of patience
with those desperate to change her mind.
Hanvel, Selbi, and Cosdas pursue Matara Deefa,
a rare unclanned Kalquorian woman. She's
everything they could possibly want. But her
parents have promised her to another clan, and
Clan Hanvel can't seem to convince Deefa that
love is more important than rank and family
approval. When Iliana meets Clan Hanvel, the
solution seems obvious. They embark on a fake
alien-embrace-clans-of-kalquor-1

courtship that satisfies societal and family
pressure; a relationship that requires no love, no
commitment, and no responsibilities to each
other. But when passion wakes for the reluctant
foursome, they have a choice to make: loyalty to
the impossible past or a chance for love they can
keep.
Alien Embrace - Tracy St. John 2016-08-30
An Earth woman is claimed by an alien clan of
three men, bringing their two worlds to the
brink of war. Amelia Ryan fled Earth's fanatically
religious government to live quietly among the
aliens of Plasius. Her life of peace shatters when
a three-man clan from the planet Kalquor
kidnaps her and holds her prisoner. With their
people poised on the verge of extinction, the
Kalquorians are determined to have Amelia for
their mate. Amelia is equally determined to
escape. But when her body thrills to the ruthless
domination of her captors, she finds herself
surrendering to desires she never imagined
possible.
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Alien Salvation - Tracy St. John 2017-02-21
Lindsey is an Earth survivor who could complete
Kalquor's Clan Bacoj...or destroy it. Lindsey
McInness and her parents are barely surviving
on post-Armageddon Earth. When a Kalquorian
shuttle crashes nearby, Lindsey has no choice
but to offer herself to the clan on board in
exchange for food and rescue. Bacoj, Japohn and
Vax are stunned when a young woman presents
herself to them for their sexual pleasure.
Kalquorians of their youth and low rank have no
expectation of finding the elusive Earther mates
Kalquorians covet so highly. But the strongwilled and yet yielding Lindsey seems to be a
perfect fit for them...until they learn her secret
that threatens to tear the entire clan apart.
Not of This World - Tracy St. John 2018-02-01
He was her savior, but she was his salvation.
Jeannie Gardner escapes from her captors’
clutches only to find herself trapped on a planet
far from Earth. When she is discovered by a
muscle-bound warrior, she must prove to him,
alien-embrace-clans-of-kalquor-1

and the Council of Elders, that she is not a
creature set free from a lab, but a sentient being
from another planet. If she succeeds, they will
send her home. If she fails, she will be executed.
Risnar warrior Kren Bolep is duty bound to
protect his village from the Monsuda and their
creations. But this small pink-skinned female is
different, special. As the bond between them
grows, Jeannie’s vulnerability invokes Kren’s
protective instincts, and he vows to uncover the
truth and secure her future. But there is a
bigger threat looming. The Monsuda are coming
to get Jeannie, and they’ll use whatever means
necessary. When Jeannie is taken, Kren is forced
to choose—disobey the Elders and place his
people in danger, or lose the only person who
makes him feel whole. This book is
approximately 86,000 words Carina Press
acknowledges the editorial services of Alissa
Davis
Shalia's Diary Book 1 - Tracy St. John 2013-10
"To Whom It May Concern: My name is Shalia
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Elizabeth Monroe, and this is my confession as
to my part in bringing about Armageddon."
When the Kalquorians entered Earth space
during the war, they unwittingly triggered
bombs hidden beneath the major cities. Now
Earth's former enemies rush to save the
survivors left on a dying planet. Told from the
viewpoint of survivor Shalia Monroe, this journal
traces the first few weeks following Armageddon
as she struggles to keep herself and her
dementia-stricken mother alive. Battling the
guilt of her part in Earth's demise is only the
first of many issues Shalia must deal with. She
also faces man-eating alien Tragooms, disease,
and violent gangs of surviving Earthers
determined to kill each other in order to claim
supremacy. Then there are the invading
Kalquorians themselves, whose intentions may
or may not be so innocent. One of the aliens,
Dramok Dusa, stalks Shalia in hopes of bringing
her back to his people. The stunning Kalquorian
saves Shalia's life more than once, but can she
alien-embrace-clans-of-kalquor-1

really trust him? Shalia must make a decision:
stay on Earth where she and her mother are
doomed to die or accept life in the Kalquorian
Empire as a female mate to a clan of three men.
This is a compilation from the free serial story
blog 'Shalia's Diary - A Clans of Kalquor Story'
by Tracy St. John, bestselling author of the Clans
of Kalquor series that begins with the novel
'Alien Embrace'. Mild BDSM, including anal
play/intercourse, bondage, Dom/sub play,
spankings, forced seduction, and multiple sexual
partners (m/f/m).
The Triaxen - Ciara Lake 2011-04-01
[Siren Allure: Erotic Futuristic Sci-Fi Romantic
Suspense] Ancelin Trever is running from a
nightmare. Her family brutally murdered, she
runs to the new colony world, Verrian. Wild and
untamed, this alien world is full of dangers she is
ill prepared for. Haunted by her past, she's
forced to trust a man she must struggle to hide
her growing attraction from. Krevan Vallex is an
embittered Triaxen recently released from
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Hellgate Prison Planet. When he negotiates a
land deal, he has no idea that he's getting far
more than he could ever imagine. Surrounded by
the harsh brutality of a world without laws,
Krevan is torn by his desire to remain alone and
the burning passion he feels for Ancelin. When
her past is uncovered and she's thrown into an
old danger, Krevan must face his own emotional
upheaval and risk it all to protect the woman he
loves. ** A Siren Erotic Romance
When Night Falls - K. O'connor 2012-07-01
By the time the scientific expedition from Earth
reaches Nardyl, they find devastation instead of
the advanced civilization they had expected? A
world where the survivors now live, or die, by
the sword. Tessa becomes the spoils of war?the
female taken captive by the strongest male.
Genre: BDSM/Futuristic/Sci-Fi/Erotica Romance
Her Alien Romance - Lacey Carter Andersen
2017-11-13
***Her Alien Romance is a SMOKING hot story,
so, buckle up and enjoy the ride!***Welcome to
alien-embrace-clans-of-kalquor-1

Otherworldly Mates, a universe where one
woman and three males equals pure
romance...Mara was kidnapped by aliens.
Finding herself naked, alone, and imprisoned by
terrifying creatures with plans to sell her to the
highest bidder, she wants nothing more than to
wake up. To discover it was all a bad dream.Yet
as time passes she must face the truth, she's in
deep trouble.When she sees a handsome alien
thief escaping, she takes a chance and begs him
to save her life. Only, when she's brought to his
ship and meets his brothers, she finds herself
battling a different problem: her attraction to
them.Whatever unexplainable science, or magic,
that connects her to them makes it impossible
for her to stay away. But what if her confusing
feelings, and the dark past of one of the
brothers, stands in the way of a once-in-alifetime chance at true love?~Her Alien
Romance is a 20,000+ word reverse harem
romance with one woman and her three sexy
alien mates. This is her complete story, without
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any cliffhangers, and has a well-earned happily
ever after at the end! It is a box set that
includes: Her Alien Lovers, Her Alien Abductors,
Her Alien Barbarians, and Her Alien Mates.~
Magic Bites - Ilona Andrews 2012-12-31
#1 New York Times bestselling author Ilona
Andrews invites you to experience the first novel
in the “intriguing world” (Locus) of Kate Daniels
with this special edition of Magic Bites... Kate
Daniels is a down-on-her-luck mercenary who
makes her living cleaning up magical problems.
But when Kate’s guardian is murdered, her
quest for justice draws her into a power struggle
between two strong factions within Atlanta’s
magic circles. Pressured by both sides to find
the killer, Kate realizes she’s way out of her
league—but she wouldn’t want it any other
way... This special edition includes in-depth
information about the world of Kate Daniels,
with descriptions of its characters and factions.
Explore Kate’s Atlanta like never before with
answers to FAQ and a quiz to find your place
alien-embrace-clans-of-kalquor-1

there. And don’t miss the prequel story “A
Questionable Client,” as well as scenes of events
in Magic Bites from Curran’s point of view.
Sister Katherine - Tracy St. John 2013-10
The Earth/Kalquor War seems far away to Sister
Katherine and the nuns of the convent on
Europa. That changes in an instant when an
enemy spyship arrives and invades the tiny moon
colony. Katherine's world is torn apart when she
learns she is to become the mate to a clan of
three fierce Kalquorian men. How can she save
herself or the convent's children from their
conquerors when her body, heart, and soul cries
out for the blasphemous touch of her captors?
How can it be that her peoples' sworn enemy is
her only chance for true salvation? Sister
Katherine is the companion story to the
bestselling Alien Conquest, Clans of Kalquor
Book 3. Mild BDSM, including captive sex/forced
seduction, anal play/intercourse, bondage,
Dom/sub play, and multiple sexual partners
(m/f/m/m).
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Alien Redemption - Tracy St. John 2017-06-20
Only her love can redeem their crimes...if their
secrets don't get her killed. Imdiko Conyod's
clanmates Dramok Erybet and Nobek Sletran
are home from the war. However, he no longer
knows these men. Changed by the horrors
they've seen and done, they are very different
people. How can he allow them to clan the
traumatised Earther Rachel Hicks, whom he's
come to love so deeply? And how can he not clan
her when she's the only thing right in his life?
Erybet and Sletran keep secret the truth of the
terrible crime they committed on the Earther
colony of New Bethlehem. The damaged clan
tries to pick up the pieces of their shattered lives
with Rachel, a woman as passionate as any three
men could wish for. But the murders of other
Earther women mean Erybet and Sletran must
face the monstrous act they thought they had
left behind. Someone calling himself the Beast of
New Bethlehem is murdering Earther
women...and the killer may be closer to the
alien-embrace-clans-of-kalquor-1

clan's beloved Rachel than anyone suspects.
Uber-Gothic: Industrial Sorcery - Morgan
Hawke 2007
Normal 0 false false false EN-US X-NONE XNONE /* Style Definitions */
table.MsoNormalTable {mso-style-name:"Table
Normal"; mso-tstyle-rowband-size:0; mso-tstylecolband-size:0; mso-style-noshow:yes; mso-stylepriority:99; mso-style-parent:""; mso-paddingalt:0in 5.4pt 0in 5.4pt; mso-para-margin-top:0in;
mso-para-margin-right:0in; mso-para-marginbottom:10.0pt; mso-para-margin-left:0in; lineheight:115%; mso-pagination:widow-orphan;
font-size:11.0pt; font-family:"Calibri","sansserif"; mso-ascii-font-family:Calibri; mso-asciitheme-font:minor-latin; mso-hansi-fontfamily:Calibri; mso-hansi-theme-font:minorlatin;} A Sorceress, a vampire and a librarian ...
and then there's the werewolf.
Alien Refuge - Tracy St. John 2017-08-22
Searching for a safe haven for her child sends a
woman into the arms of the enemy and in the
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path of a revolt. All Iris Jenson wants is a safe
place to raise her autistic six-year-old son
Thomas. She thinks she's found it on Haven, an
Earther colony located within the Kalquorian
Empire's borders. Making a fresh start under the
watchful eyes of Earth's former enemy has its
challenges, but it also possesses opportunities to
live free of fear, something Iris hasn't had in a
long time. Love is an added surprise when
Haven's governor Dramok Ospar and his
clanmates Nobek Jol and Imdiko Rivek enter the
young widow and child's lives. Trouble is
brewing on Haven Colony, however. Insurgent
Earthers want to free themselves of Kalquor's
influence, and Kalquor itself is on the brink of a
revolt, led by the shadowy figure known only as
the Basma. Then a violent ghost from Iris' past
reappears and threatens to snatch Thomas from
those who love him. Ospar's clan races against
time to save Haven from a bloody rebellion and
an innocent child from the grasp of a monster.
True - Laurann Dohner 2014-03
alien-embrace-clans-of-kalquor-1

Jeanie loves a New Species and is willing to pay
for that love with pain, tears and heartbreak.
She'll do anything to keep 710 alive but she
never wants him to know how she suffered for
him. He's the reason for her mission in lifefreeing others like him. True has a new life
working with the NSO to rescue his people. A
good life, until he encounters a dying woman-the
female who betrayed him. True should feel
gratified that she's finally going to pay for her
crimes, but she claims to be a victim too. He is
still irresistibly drawn to the pretty little human
who touched his heart and made him want her.
When he clasps her hand to offer comfort, his
instincts kick in and True will fight everyone to
protect her.
Alien Revolt - Tracy St. John 2017-06-14
Clan Piras has risked everything-and lost
everything-to get close to Holy Leader Browning
Copeland. Piras, Kila, and Lokmi are in a race
against time to prevent Copeland and the
Basma's traitorous forces from destroying the
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Earther-Kalquorian colony of Haven. With the
odds stacked against them, they have one shot at
stopping utter annihilation. Hope Nath has a
mission of her own. Ending the Holy Leader's
campaign to 'punish' the Earthers living on
Haven is only the tip of the iceberg. When
Copeland's vile attentions threaten Hope's
family, she's willing to do anything to finish his
brutal reign once and for all. Discovering fellow
spies in the enemy's ranks gives Hope, Piras,
Kila, and Lokmi a slim chance against the
merged forces of Copeland and the Basma. Yet
passion in the midst of war is as likely to rip the
fragile alliance apart as bring them together.
Hope and Clan Piras learn love has a high price,
with thousands of innocent lives hanging in the
balance. Contains scenes of BDSM, domination
and submission, bondage and multiple partners.
The Iron in Blood - Jenny Doe 2013-07-19
Rebecca Harding is an ordinary teenager whose
DNA hides an extraordinary secret. A routine
blood test after an accident turns her peaceful
alien-embrace-clans-of-kalquor-1

and rather mundane life upside-down, as she
becomes the focus of three powerful brothers
with exceptional skills and an age-old secret. As
she begins to come to terms with her life as the
world's newest and most reluctant vampire, she
is abducted, and must embrace her new powers
if she has any hope of escape.
Seven Stars - Charli Mac 2020-11-06
Killed in a traffic collision, the last thing Lana
expected was to wake up under the gaze of two
very confused aliens. They were expecting a
tribute for the upcoming challenges and instead
they got her. Refusing to be one female down,
they stick Lana into the line-up, but when the
challenges are over and the Warriors choose
their females, she’s left unchosen. She
understands why. All the other females have
stars on their cheeks, emphasizing their blood
purity. She’s unmarked, and in this world, it
means her blood is weak, useless. Lana hopes
she might be able to go home
somehow—deceased status
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notwithstanding—seeing as no one wanted her,
but Warrior Vall Ridian charges in late. He’s not
impressed to be left with a starless female, but
as the Administrator running the challenges
informs him, shit blood’s better than no blood. It
only takes one sip of Lana’s blood for Vall to
realize that she’s not a starless female. In fact,
her blood is the strongest he’s ever tasted. Lana
is the key to unlocking the Warriors’ most
sacred—and most sorely lost—treasure. With
her, they will be able to transform into fully
fledged dragons. It’s an incredible gift, but also
a dangerous one, as Vall and the pack discover
when Lana is stolen from them by a rival pack
who have discovered who she is and what she
can do. They’ll have to fight to get her back and
then to keep her safe.
Michaela - Tracy St. John 2014-10-24
Michaela Blake has lived with a secret her whole
life. Born an intersex, she's hidden in plain sight
from Earth's religious tyranny, posing as a male
to avoid being discovered and executed. Now
alien-embrace-clans-of-kalquor-1

that she's escaped to Plasius, she is free to
explore the other side of the intersex coin and be
the woman she's always felt she is. Being both
genders has left its scars on Michaela, however.
She cannot imagine any man loving her ... never
mind a Kalquorian clan made up of three men.
Yet joining a clan is her only hope for salvation,
her only sure way to escape Earth's judgment.
Korkla, Govi, and Raxstad can't believe their
luck. They've been given the opportunity to
court the rarest being in the known universe by
the Crown Princes of Kalquor. However, to win
the captivating Michaela, they must first get
past her despair and self-doubt ... not to mention
a jealous ex-girlfriend and murderous
kidnappers. Still, saving the intersex Earther
from others is not half as daunting as saving her
from herself. Please note: this story contains
graphic depictions of men loving men and men
loving an intersex (male/female) individual.
Elements of BDSM, including discipline and
bondage, are included. This is a companion story
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to Clans of Kalquor 2: Alien Rule.
Beyond the Highland Mist - Karen Marie Moning
2009-11-04
He would sell his warrior soul to possess her. . . .
An alluring laird... He was known throughout the
kingdom as Hawk, legendary predator of the
battlefield and the boudoir. No woman could
refuse his touch, but no woman ever stirred his
heart—until a vengeful fairy tumbled Adrienne
de Simone out of modern-day Seattle and into
medieval Scotland. Captive in a century not her
own, entirely too bold, too outspoken, she was
an irresistible challenge to the sixteenth-century
rogue. Coerced into a marriage with Hawk,
Adrienne vowed to keep him at arm's
length—but his sweet seduction played havoc
with her resolve. A prisoner in time... She had a
perfect "no" on her perfect lips for the notorious
laird, but Hawk swore she would whisper his
name with desire, begging for the passion he
longed to ignite within her. Not even the
barriers of time and space would keep him from
alien-embrace-clans-of-kalquor-1

winning her love. Despite her uncertainty about
following the promptings of her own passionate
heart, Adrienne's reservations were no match for
Hawk's determination to keep her by his side. . .
.
Maryam - Tracy St John 2019-10-19
Defying Earth laws and beliefs, putting her life
in danger, Maryam carries the child of a grieving
Kalquorian clan-and falls in love with men she
can't have.Maryam left Earth's repressive
regime and her ruined dreams years ago. She
lives on an alien space station, trying to forget
her disappointments. Then a young, pregnant
Kalquorian woman, seeking one last adventure,
barrels into her life. High-spirited Briel reminds
Maryam of all she's given up on.Matara Briel is
soon followed to the station by her clan, three
older men exasperated with her antics. Clan Kels
has one mission: to reclaim their wayward
lifemate. When the discovery is made that
Earther women can carry Kalquorian men's
children and save their people from extinction,
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Dramok Kels is tasked with a new mission by his
government: bring Maryam to Kalquor, by force
if necessary.Abducted, Maryam is determined to
resist her kidnappers at every turn. Earth
declares her corrupted and orders her execution
for sinful relations with the Kalquorians, a
charge she is innocent of. They attack the ship
taking her to the Kalquorian Empire, leading to
unthinkable tragedy-the death of
Briel.Discovering Dramok Kels, Imdiko Pana,
and Nobek Dergan are not the ruthless enemies
she believed them to be, Maryam makes a dealshe'll carry their unborn child to term if they set
her free afterward. However, she's not prepared
for the impossible love that explodes between
her and Clan Kels, a love they dare not act on.Or
will they?
Alien Interludes - Tracy St. John 2012-05-01
Clans of Kalquor short story collection. Nine
tales revisiting the alien clans and their Earther
mates: Hunted - Amelia Ryan is stalked through
the Kalquorian wilderness by a dangerous
alien-embrace-clans-of-kalquor-1

Nobek with no chance for escape. Abduction –
Rebellion is brewing on Kalquor, and Empress
Jessica is the insurgents' latest target. The
Negotiation – Saucin Israla must deal with
Earther Colonel Tyler Carter, a man whose
threat involves her heart. Michaela's Child –
Michaela Blake finally has a child of her own,
but how will she regain her clan? The Sentence –
Cassidy Hamilton's grandfather faces a sentence
worse than death for his part in Armageddon. A
Family Affair – A clandestine tryst re-opens old
wounds for the Imperial Family. An Improper
Proposal – Lindsey McInness' clan's homecoming
is marred by the machinations of a greedy
councilman. Sins of the Past – Imdiko Krijero
and Nobek Wynhod's past may cost Dani Watson
her life. Prelude to Redemption – Young Dramok
Sojan finds more than he bargained for in the
ruins of an Earther women's prison: broken but
unbowed revolutionary Rachel Hicks.Rating:
Carnal. Mild BDSM. Forced seduction. Multiple
sexual partners. Graphic sexual content with a
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hermaphrodite (Michaela's Child).
Clan and Conviction - Tracy St. John 2013-10
The drug Delir is sweeping the Kalquorian
Empire, leaving madness and death in its wake.
Investigator Dramok Gelan has already lost his
enforcer partner in a deadly shootout because of
the case. With no clues or suspects, he despairs
of putting an end to the epidemic. Then a
familiar face enters the picture: new partner and
former lover Nobek Wynhod. Wynhod never
forgot the Dramok he loved seven years ago, and
his assignment as Gelan's enforcer is no
accident. However, Delir doesn't kill just its
users; those who get in the way of its contagion
die too. With the addition of a savvy criminal
psychologist and a lucky break, Gelan gets too
close to the truth. Imdiko Krijero is a brilliant
psychologist with insight into the criminal mind.
Gelan and Wynhod pierce the man's awkward
facade to discover their perfect third ... but
Krijero's broken heart from a past affair keeps
them at arm's length. Can the pair convince this
alien-embrace-clans-of-kalquor-1

reluctant partner to give love a second chance?
And can they save Krijero when Delir's evil
mastermind discovers the psych knows his
identity? This book is the prequel to Clans of
Kalquor 5: Alien Slave. Contains elements of
BDSM, including physical discipline, anal
play/intercourse, bondage, Dom/sub play, forced
seduction, multiple sexual partners and
homoerotic situations (m/m/m).
Alien Caged - Tracy St. John 2017-11-21
They are the enemy, a threat to her life and soul.
They are also the men she loves and must set
free. For most, the Earth-Kalquor War ended
years ago. Yet veteran destroyer captain Zemos
and clanmates Oret and Miragin have been
captured by a renegade Earther battlecruiser.
They've been held in a cell for months now, with
no idea where their ultimate fate lies.
Threatened daily, their lives could end at any
moment. The only bright spot during their
imprisonment has been the lovely woman who
brings them their meals and offers the one
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friendly face amongst their enemies. Elisa
Mackenzie is among the desperate Earthers
trying to survive in the wake of Armageddon.
Surrounded by fanatics who won't give up a
long-lost war, she can't let herself care for the
Kalquorians the ship has taken prisoner. Her
lonely heart, empty for so long, has other ideas.
Knowing the Kalquorians are dangerous and her
fanatical shipmates are even more so, Elisa
fights her feelings in vain. Ignoring the harsh
lessons of long-lost youth, she falls in love.
Zemos, Oret and Miragin must escape before the
Earthers deliver them to an unthinkable end.
They also know the key to opening their cage
means turning on the woman who has infiltrated
their fierce hearts. Elisa already has their
adoration. She deserves their protection and
care as well, but enemies both new and ancient
threaten the Kalquorian Empire. To save their
people and themselves, the three men may have
to destroy the woman who would complete their
clan.
alien-embrace-clans-of-kalquor-1

Alien Conquest - Tracy St. John 2016-12-20
An invasion has Cassidy fighting for her soul, but
it's her heart Clan Tranis is determined to claim.
Cassidy Hamilton doesn't think life can get any
worse after being sequestered in a convent on
Europa. A Kalquorian invasion quickly changes
her mind, and she barely eludes her people's
greatest enemy. Fear and desire become a heady
mixture when her spying reveals the aliens'
intentions for Europa's nuns--bondage and
seduction. But that's nothing compared with the
plans Captain Tranis and his clanmates Lidon
and Degorsk have for the young woman when
they capture her.
Alien Rule - Tracy St. John 2016-10-25
The mighty Kalquorian Empire trembles on the
verge of extinction. After watching a virus
decimate their female population, Kalquor is
desperate to find a way to survive. Marked for
execution, Jessica McInness knows joining the
enemy is her only hope for survival. When
Kalquor’s crown princes arrive to rescue her,
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she discovers the three alien men aren’t quite
what she hoped for in lifelong mates. Arrogant
and brutish, the royal clan infuriate her—and
awaken passions no other men have. The
Kalquorians are determined to seduce the
temperamental woman who inflames their lusts.
They relentlessly pursue the hesitant Earther,
resorting to forceful means to claim her as their
mate. But love comes at a high price when the
princes’ choice of a princess incites a rebellion
on Kalquor and endangers Jessica’s life.
Alien Embrace - Tracy St. John 2011-03-04
Amelia Ryan fled Earth's fanatically religious
government to live quietly among the aliens of
Plasius. Her life of peace shatters when a threeman clan from the planet Kalquor kidnaps her
and holds her prisoner. With their people poised
on the verge of extinction, the Kalquorians are
determined to have Amelia for their mate.
Amelia is equally determined to escape. But
when her body thrills to the ruthless domination
of her captors, she finds herself surrendering to
alien-embrace-clans-of-kalquor-1

desires she never imagined possible. RATING:
Carnal/Erotica-mild BDSM. Captive
situation/forced seduction. Multiple sexual
partners. Retrospective MOM and rape of the
heroine--not by the hero! Genre: Futuristic
Romance.
Chasing Charis - Lynn Best 2018-03-12
Three smoking hot alien brothers who all want
to mate with me. Whatever is a girl to do?No
matter what they tell you, alien abduction isn't
at all like what you see on TV. First, I'm rudely
abducted and knocked unconscious. Second, I
wake up to an alien monster who wants to... er...
"mate" with me, but he's got huge claws, huge
fangs, huge... everything. I realize I've been
taken by a race of sexy humanoid men. The
bonus? They look like fitness models, they all
think I'm the most attractive woman they've ever
seen, and they can conjure my deepest fantasies
out of thin air.The catch? I'm supposed to woo
their prince and future king, and give him an
alien baby. The problem is I'm more attracted to
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his brothers, and the dirty fantasies they show
me. On Earth, I was a good girl, but these aliens
show me just how naughty I can be. Now my
biggest problem is which brother to choose. And
just how far will I let them go? ****Content
warning: For readers 18 years and older.
Contains explicit sexual situations, and sensitive
subjects. Despite this, the story ends with a
Happily Ever After.
Ravenous Virtue - Tracy St. John 2013-10
Raven Virtue is a ranger with the National Park
Service, trying to bring a human slave trafficker
to justice. When he slips away due to a
technicality, she knows more innocent women
will fall prey to this monster unless she can
catch him. Daagiis is from an alternate
dimension. A shape-shifting Paatiin warrior,
Daagiis has come to our Earth in order to find a
protector for his master Vendeen. Vendeen is a
Gilothean judge determined to right the wrongs
of his territory and avenge the murders of his
parents. He will not stop until his enemy is dead
alien-embrace-clans-of-kalquor-1

or kills him. When Daagiis saves Raven from
certain death, he offers her the chance to stop
the trafficker who is bringing kidnapped women
across the rift to sell into slavery. However,
pursuing justice means also serving Daagiis and
Vendeen in every sensual way they desire.
Collared and made to surrender to pleasures she
never dreamed possible, Raven races to stop a
menace from destroying lives on both sides of
the rift...including Vendeen's. Warning: Contains
elements of BDSM including captive/forced sex,
bondage, punishment including whippings, anal
play/intercourse, multiple sexual partners
(m/f/m), and homoerotic sex (m/m and f/f)
Alien Slave - Tracy St. John 2017-04-18
Having escaped post-Armageddon Earth, Dani
Watson is resigned to working in a brothel to
pay off her contract. Then her worst nightmare
arrives to buy her--a Kalquorian clan. Dani
Watson is a brothel worker on the planet
Dantovon. Having escaped post-Armageddon
Earth, she's resigned to spending several years
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in service to pay off her contract. Her one
consolation is that she avoided being captured
by the Kalquorians. When a Kalquorian clan buys
her contract, Dani attempts escape. Crashing on
a remote moon puts her life in jeopardy, leaving
her and the clan of Gelan, Wynhod and Krijero
fighting for survival in a hostile environment.
Worse still, they're being hunted by a group of
brutal Tragooms who are determined to capture
Dani and subject her to a fate worse than death.
Drop Dead Sexy - Tracy St. John 2014-08-26
Escort Brandilynn Payson is shocked to discover
she's dead. Even worse, she's the latest victim of
the Fulton Fall Ripper, a vampire serial killer.
Being deceased is no obstacle for fun however,
and Brandilynn quickly proves she's the life of
the after-death party. But her killer is still on her
trail, and she learns there are worse things than
death to worry about. Mild BDSM, including anal
play/intercourse, bondage, Dom/sub play,
spankings, and multiple sexual partners (m/f/m).
Clan and Command - Tracy St. John
alien-embrace-clans-of-kalquor-1

2016-12-13
Losing the one man he loved convinced Piras he
would never have a chance at happiness. He is
too different from the other members of the
Dramok breed to attract a Nobek warrior and
Imdiko nurturer to his clan. Unwilling to pretend
to be someone he is not, he faces a lonely future.
Nobek destroyer captain Kila's one night with
Piras was a shocking revelation. Yet he can't
stop thinking of the temperamental Dramok
admiral he has grown to respect. A dangerous
mission in the midst of Kalquor's civil war
throws them together once more, and Kila must
decide if Piras's needs are an obstacle...or an
incredible gift. Meanwhile, he has the added
headache of an obstinate Imdiko chief engineer
undermining his orders at every turn. Lokmi's
dual breed designation of Imdiko and Dramok
has caused him problems in work and personal
relationships. While he coddles his ship's
engines, his need to control puts him at odds
with commanding Dramoks and fierce Nobeks.
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Dealing with hothead Admiral Piras and
overbearing Captain Kila is everything Lokmi
hates...until he discovers his unique qualities fit
their needs. Could it be that he isn't fated to
walk through life alone? Three outsiders fight to
save themselves, each other, and the Kalquorian
Empire. Contains BDSM situations
Worlds Apart - Tracy St. John 2018-05-01
After escaping her alien captors, Anneliese
Thompson has reclaimed her life on Earth, but
she never forgot the Risnarish man who set her
free. Now he’s back with an ominous
message—the Monsuda are coming for her
again. To survive, she must return to his planet
and let his people help her. But this former
soldier is done sitting on the sidelines—this time,
Anneliese wants in on the fight. Risnar warrior
and scientist Nex Clauhahz searches for the
former captives he freed from the Monsudan
hive. Anneliese’s fire and strength instantly draw
him to her. He vows to do whatever it takes to
protect her, even if he has to save her from
alien-embrace-clans-of-kalquor-1

herself. As alliances are threatened and new
enemies are uncovered, Nex and Anneliese
search for a way to defeat their common foe.
With everything she cares for teetering on the
verge of destruction, including her own warrior
strength, Anneliese must prove her loyalty and
worth—and embrace a second chance at love
and a life worth living. This book is
approximately 88,000 words One-click with
confidence. This title is part of the Carina Press
Romance Promise: all the romance you’re
looking for with an HEA/HFN. It’s a promise!
Carina Press acknowledges the editorial services
of Alissa Davis
Tina - Tracy St John 2020-11-19
To be loved is all Tina ever wanted. She never
dreamed her prayers would be answered by the
enemy.Aspirant Tina Novak, living on Europa's
convent colony, has no place to call her own.
First rejected by her father, now being sent
away by Mother Superior, where can a young
woman with no prospects go?The question is
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delayed by a Kalquorian invasion that takes the
aspirants and nuns prisoner. The enemy
Kalquorians are teetering on the brink of an
extinction disaster, and Earther women are
always welcome spoils of war.Chosen by the
young and ambitious clan of Dramok Tukui,
Imdiko Yorso, and Nobek Osopa, Tina can't
imagine what her shattered future might bring.
When she discovers the gentler side of the fierce
Kalquorians, her fear of them becomes fear of
losing them.Can it last? Or will they turn her
away in the end, as everyone else has? When the
war reaches its unthinkable, violent end, Earther
and Kalquorian alike find their lives altered
forever. With the lives of Tina's most vulnerable
family members at stake, she and Clan Tukui
must set aside what they thought they wanted
and embrace what's possible.
Touching Ice - Laurann Dohner 2016-11-21
What can go wrong overseeing a bunch of
android sex bots on an automated whorehouse in
deep space? Great job, if Megan doesn't die of
alien-embrace-clans-of-kalquor-1

boredom. Then she catches sight of the sexiest
male she's ever seen. On her grainy security
monitor, she watches all his sexual exploits with
the bots, and fantasizes. But that's all she can do
because he's a cyborg. Then fate steps in.
There's a crash and Megan must escape or die.
The cyborgs are rescuing the sex bots-taking
them onboard their ship. She knows cyborgs
hate humans. They'll kill her if she asks for help
so she devises an insane plan-pretend to be the
most realistic sex bot ever made. His name is
Ice, and Megan is now his personal sex bot. He
will satisfy every sexual fantasy she's ever hadand as many more as she can dream up. She just
has to figure out how to keep her big, sexy
cyborg from discovering that she is all woman.
Burning Up Flint - Laurann Dohner 2010-08
Captured by cyborgs, Mira is branded with the
mark of Flint. Then she discovers that Flint is a
breeder and she doesn't want to share.
Alien Overnight - Robin L. Rotham 2007-06
Aliens recruit Earth women for their planet's
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sex-starved males.
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